The BeyondTrust MSP Program empowers partners to offer an easy-to-deploy, comprehensive, flexible, scalable and collaborative PAM managed service deployed through on-prem, cloud or hybrid model.

**Features and Capabilities**

With the BeyondTrust MSP program, partners can deliver the following solutions as services:

- **Privileged Password & Session Management**
  - Password Safe
  - DevOps Secrets Safe

- **Endpoint Privilege Management**
  - Privilege Management for Win Desktop
  - Privilege Management for Mac Desktop
  - Privilege Management for Win Server
  - Privilege Management for Unix/Linux
  - Privilege Management for Network Devices
  - AD Bridge

- **Secure Remote Access**
  - Privileged Remote Access
  - Remote Support

With this integrated offering, MSP and MSSP partners have a foundation to significantly expand their managed security services and substantially grow profitability.

**Anytime, Anywhere Secure Access**

Deliver access across all devices and environments including traditional and virtual desktops, servers, databases, infrastructure, applications, internet of things (IoT), notebooks, tablets, and laptops.

With managed services for privileged access, an administrator or a contractor can authenticate against select assets remotely – or on premise – with full session recording and keystroke logging, control via workflow and granular access restrictions.
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management (PAM), empowering companies to secure and manage their entire universe of privileges. The BeyondTrust Universal Privilege Management approach secures and protects privileges across passwords, endpoints, and access, giving organizations the visibility and control they need to reduce risk, achieve compliance, and boost operational performance.
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